ACCOUNTING
Any accountant knows the value of consulting a professional for the most thorough and
highest quality service possible. For the same reasons your clients deserve an expert handling
their finances, your accounting firm deserves expert technology consulting.
According to a survey by the AICPA, less than half of accountants say their IT strategy is wellaligned to their business goals. While busy providing quality and attentive services to your
clients, there is limited time for updating technology or finding better solutions.
Sector 7 is more than a technology provider; we are a professional partner dedicated to your
company’s success. By understanding your business objectives and analyzing your current
operations, we will find the most cost-effective, quality solutions for your firm.
Embracing technology in the workplace will help your firm operate more efficiently,
increasing revenue while allowing more time to be devoted to clients. Sector 7 is experienced
with compliance requirements and optimal security measures to protect your company and its
data.
Collaborating with our company grants your firm access to available, skilled technicians
around the clock, at a fraction of the price of hiring an internal advisor. Technology is
constantly improving; now is the best time to utilize all that Sector 7 has to offer your
company.

Only 49 percent of accountants say they can quickly detect and respond to a privacy breach. AICPA

COMPLIANCE
Compliance guidelines are important factors to consider when evaluating technology services,
especially for companies that regularly deal with confidential personal data, such as medical,
accounting, or financial information. Companies in these industries have a moral duty and
legal obligation to properly protect their data.
Failure to comply with regulations established by regulators such as the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), or the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) can result in penalties, fines, or court actions; as well as
harming the reputation of your organization.
As technology becomes increasingly prevalent in businesses of all kinds, there is a growing
need for compliance expertise. Sector 7 is experienced in supporting proactive company
compliance through employee training, providing secure devices, firewalls, backups, and
much more. In addition to knowing current mandates, we stay updated on changes in
compliance regulation to best serve our clients.

In the event of an issue or non-compliance, our quick response times, network monitoring,
and thorough documentation assure our clients the most timely, diligent reaction possible.
Our methods are cost-effective, without sacrificing the quality of protection or support.
Our clients are our focus; Sector 7 isn’t just a technology provider, but a business partner. We
work to help your company succeed in every way possible, including fulfilling the legal
obligations required to ensure your success.

According to the 2017 Thycotic Hacker Survey Report, 85% of participants named human error
as the main cause of data breaches, meaning increasing employee awareness and knowledge
is just as important as implementing security software.

EDUCATION
Educational facilities have the monumental responsibility of developing the minds of our
youth. Only by partnering with technology can schools offer the experiences that our future
generations require and deserve to be successful.
Today’s average student is no stranger to technology, as many are exposed to smartphones,
tablets, TV, and computers within their homes. According to a survey by the Erikson Institute,
“56% of parents believed that their child’s technology use promotes school readiness and 54%
associate technology use with having an impact on success in school.”
Working with software and devices in a monitored setting, like school, teaches students how
to handle technology responsibly and effectively. These skills are expected of the average
employee; it would be a disservice to our students to neglect them that knowledge when
preparing them for the “real world.”
Sector 7 is experienced in providing technology services to educational facilities, and ensuring
as little downtime as possible. Our technicians are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
and work locally to provide timely support.
We work within your budget and if needed, we cooperate with any current technical staff to
provide a reliable network most suitable to your school’s needs, including regular backups and
security measures. A partnership with Sector 7 will alleviate the stress of technology and
benefit the most important people in education, the students.

HEALTHCARE
Approximately 7 out of 10 consumers trust their healthcare providers to keep their personal
information and data safe, according to Healthcare IT News. Antiquated systems and
procedures increase the chances of a data breach while damaging the overall patient
experience, through disorganization and human error.
Implementing new technology or upgrading old systems is the safest and most efficient way to
run a medical office, while improving the daily lives of healthcare staff and patients alike.

Time that is currently spent on filing, paperwork, or technical difficulties could be dedicated
to client needs, with the right support. Embracing technology creates a secure, dynamic
workplace. With improved communication and organization, combined with your current
workflows, any office is guaranteed to provide exceptional service to its patients. When it’s
easier to work, it’s easier to be successful.
Sector 7 is equipped with advanced technical knowledge and proven strategic consulting.
Combined with our HIPAA compliance expertise, we are a unique and beneficial partner
dedicated to your organization. Sector 7 evaluates your current situation and compares them
to your goals in order to find technology solutions that work within your budget, making IT
solutions affordable for any size office.
Technology has become necessary and has many benefits, but it can also be complicated. Our
technicians work locally and support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with
guaranteed response times. We value our clients and work hard to alleviate as much of your
stress as possible, so you can focus your patients and the success of your company.

“About 68 percent of U.S. consumers would consider leaving their healthcare provider if it
was negatively impacted by ransomware,” Healthcare IT News

LAW
The future of practicing law resides in the expansion of technology into the offices and daily
lives of lawyers across the country. Adopting new technology, like remote access, and
updating current technology is instrumental to the success and security of any legal firm.
Daily technology use strengthens and expedites the most critical resources to a law office,
such as communications, research, security, documentation, and most importantly, client
relations. Being thorough and accurate in all procedures prevents redundancy in an industry
that has little time to spare.
Sector 7 is experienced in providing services essential to law firms and the technology that
they require. We are passionate about establishing professional relationships with our clients,
to best understand their desires and objectives for the future.
With technicians available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, support is never out of reach.
Practicing law often extends beyond the hours of 9 to 5, and so should your support. Sector 7
provides the means to work when and where it’s needed, so law offices can provide the best
service possible to their clients.
The diverse expertise and availability of our technicians surpasses that of an internal advisor
at a fraction of the cost. Time is valuable; Sector 7 is ready to collaborate with your firm to
help it reach its full potential.

LOGISTICS
Logistics and supply chain management is a complex, fast-paced industry that is elemental to
our economy and society. As technology has developed, it has become vital to the logistics
world, creating much more efficient and organized processes.
Technology facilitates open communication, accelerated operations, a reduction in human
error, and substantial cost savings. In such a competitive marketplace, companies need to
utilize reliable and knowledgeable resources in order to best benefit its employees and
customers.
Sector 7 LLC provides support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to ensure minimal downtime. Our
professional consultants leverage technical prowess against your business objectives to
provide the best support at the most cost-effective price.
Through a professional partnership, your company can capitalize on valuable assets; working
remotely, network monitoring, and regular data backups help keep your company secure
while facilitating development. We plan with you to guarantee that your technology suits your
current situation, and expands to accommodate your future endeavors.
Your focus should be on growing and improving your business, not worrying about your
technology. Sector 7 is ready to take your business to the next level with stable, efficient
technology solutions tailored specifically to your needs.

